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Budget Update
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Los Angeles (April 10, 2020)—Given the speed of the U.S. economy’s rate of decline 
amid the coronavirus pandemic, the UCLA Anderson Forecast team has updated 
its views, downgrading the near-term outlook. According to senior economist 
David Shulman, real GDP is now on track to decline in the second quarter of 
2020 by 7.5% from the previous quarter (an annual rate of -30%) and decline by 
an additional 1.25% in the third quarter (an annual rate of -5%).

This contraction will drive the official unemployment rate to a peak of around 
13% in the fourth quarter, and total job loss to approximately 17 million. The 
economy is forecast to rebound by 1% in the fourth quarter (an annual rate of 
4%). The rate of growth is expected to accelerate in early 2021 as the effects of 
COVID-19 abate; however, a recovery to an employment level equivalent to the 
last months of 2019 will not occur until late 2022.





https://bit.ly/3anrUhM

https://bit.ly/3anrUhM


Budget process

Normal Year Changes for 2020-21

May Revise May Revise

June 15 deadline to approve 
budget

Approve Budget Bill based on 
best available data

Possibility of August Revise

Possibility of Budget Bill Junior 
reflecting tax filings



Budget hearings



Budget hearings

https://bit.ly/3eyScAO

https://bit.ly/3eyScAO


Advocacy themes

Stability. Flexibility. Predictability.



Messaging

California Community Colleges
A) Quickly moved educational offerings to a remote space. 
B) Maintaining focus on access, success, and equity.
C) Training majority of respiratory therapists, nurses, public 

safety officers, and others essential for today’s crisis.
D) Ready to absorb new students dislocated by the economy if 

funded to do so.



League’s  budget priorities

A) $200 million ongoing, inclusive of COLA
B) Flexible COVID-19 block grant honoring local decision-making
C) Two-year extension of Hold Harmless in SCFF
D) Continue approval of capital outlay projects
E) One-year deferral of employer-side pension increases
F) Backfill any shortfall in property tax or student fee revenue
G) Direct 50% of Governor’s Emergency Education Relief Fund to CCCs
H) Maintain overall integrity of Proposition 98
I) Assure CCC’s receive at least statutory split of Proposition 98
J) Approve statutory framework for financial aid reform
K)Allow for appropriate statutory and regulatory relief



Strategies

Direct Lobbying

Federal

CoalitionCommunications

Continuing 
Communication and 
Coordination with 
Local Leadership

Grassroots 
Lobbying



Legislative Update
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Legislative Process 
Put On Hold

• Legislature placed on recess until May 4th. 

• Few observers believe they will come back by then. 

• Lawmakers are being asked to prioritize legislation and only focus on legislation 
that: 
• Absolutely must pass this year. 
• Is directly COVID-19 related. 
• Alleviates homelessness. 
• Is related to wildfire preparedness or response to PG&E bankruptcy. 



Nursing and
Allied Programs

• Significant cutbacks in clinical training slots 
for nursing and other allied health programs.

• Will reduce the ability of our colleges to 
graduate allied health workers in the midst of 
a global pandemic. 

• Department of Consumer Affairs directed the 
Board of Registered Nursing to temporally 
increase permissible hours to be done via 
simulation.  

• More flexibility will be needed if colleges are 
expected to maintain normal graduation 
rates. 



Federal Update
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CARES Act

$2.2 Trillion Stimulus Package – 10% of GDP

• $13.5 billion for K-12.

• $3 billion for Governors to distribute – wide latitude on how they can use these 
funds.

• $14.25 billion for Higher Education.

• Half of higher education funding must go to students. 

• Undocumented, non-credit and fully online students did not count towards 
individual college allocations.



Federal Stimulus Funding: 
Advocacy Activities

Governor’s Education Fund

• Significant discretion on how to spend those dollars. 
• California received a $355 million allocation. 
• Community college groups are asking to receive at least half of the 

funding. 

Phase Four: Need for Additional Stimulus Clear

• Deal around increased funding for loans to small businesses and 
health funding likely near. 

• Unknown if the deal would include state and local governments. 
• Higher education groups have asked for an additional $45 billion.



Questions?
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